(2) vol. 47 (1942) pp. 308-325. It is easily shown that Ei® ■ • • ® E" is a subspace of Fi * ■ ■ ■ * E" and that if E2 is one-dimensional, then Fi®F2 = Fi* F2. Furthermore, by using continuous partitions of unity, one may show that Ei® C(5'2) = Ei * CiS2). Therefore, if all but at most one of the F, are either onedimensional or CiSi), then Ei® • • • <8>E" = Ei* • • • * E". However, it is not known whether for all cases Ei® • • ■ ®En will equal Ei * • • • * En or not.2 Although this question is not fully answered here, the purpose of this paper is to give a partial answer to this question. The results and arguments of this paper also apply to realvalued function spaces.
1. Lemma. Let F be a closed linear subspace of C(5i) and G a closed linear subspace of C(52). Let H be a closed subspace of G differing from G by only one dimension. Then F®G = F *G implies that E®77= F * 77. Rickart.
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Proof. Choose a continuous linear functional x* on G such that ||**|| =1 and x*(h)=0 for hEH-Choose goEG such that x*(g0) = l.
Then every element of G will be of the form A+Xgo where hEH and X is a complex number.
Choose ||y + 2 X go -4 \\x*\\ < e(l + \\go\\)-1.
Therefore, ft 2ZJ< X hi-<j> = \\y -4>\\ i=i^ lb + * X go -*|| + \\z X g0|| = ||y + z X go -4 + ||z||||go||
Since ftE.Fi and htEH, it follows that <pEF®H. Therefore, F®H = F*H.
2. Lemma. Let Su S2, F, G and H be as in Lemma 1. Then F®H = F* H implies that F®G = F* G.
Proof.
Choose goEG -H and x* as in the proof of Lemma 1. Since the set of continuous linear functionals on C(S2) is the set of regular measures on S2, we may choose a measure p such that Jsig(s2)p(ds2)=x*(g) for each g£G.
Consider an arbitrary element </>£F* G. For SiESi, define \p(s{) as I 4>(si, s2)p(ds2). Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
